
2014 Mid-Year Performance Review for Baby Boomer Portfolio 

 

This Special Report will provide an analysis of our mid-year 2014 investment performance 

for the Baby Boomer Portfolio (BBP).  

 

Briefly, the BBP’s objective is to provide safe, high cash generation for baby boomers and 

retired investors. The cash generation will come from dividends, option writing including 

short puts (being paid to buy stock), and some short and long-term profits.  

 

Again, the BBP focuses on safe cash generation. The BBP generated $8,421.71 in cash from 

invested capital of $61,430. The cash generation return was about 13.71% on invested capital, 

much better than most income producing investments.   

 

The total return for BBP was 16.04%. Total return includes cash generation plus appreciation. 

 

Baby Boomer, cash flow income generation, total return and comparisons: 

 

 
 

The BBP handily beat income producing investments, and also the major market indexes. 

 

 



Again, total return includes: appreciation/depreciation, option writing, short and long-term 

profits and dividends. The major market returns listed above do include dividends.  

 

Cash flow, cash generation and income will be used interchangeable. 

 

Open Positions 

 

Here are the open positions in the BBP:  

 

 
 

From this table we are able to start calculating cash generation and total returns for the first 

half of 2014. 

 

Notice that more than half of the positions are over four-years old. Also notice that the 

current prices are substantially higher than the adjusted cost basis. For example, we 

recommended ADP at $42, with option writing we have reduced our cost basis to $39.34. The 

stocks now the current price, $79.28, is about double our adjusted costs basis



 

 

Details of Calculation of BBP Performance and Cash Generation/ Cash Flow 

 

Below is a breakdown of the GEA portfolio’s performance for mid-year 2014.  

 

 
 

Below is a breakdown of each component of cash generation and total return. 

 

The portfolio had $1,432 appreciation (6/30/14 value of open positions minus 12/31/13 value 

of open positions). Of course appreciation is not included in cash generation.  

 

2013 Short-Term Profits 

 

We generated $404 in short-term profits.  

 

 
 



Similar to our call writing, we did not have the normal amount of short puts because of lower 

volatility and premiums. 

 

The $404 is included in the cash generation of the BBP.  

 

The cash generation return was .66% ($404 s-t profits divided by $61,430 value of portfolio 

12/31/13)  

 

Long-term Closed Positions 

 

We took profits on five of our long-term positions: 

 

 
 

 

Total long-term profits taken were $6,815. The figure only includes the long-term profit 

(original purchase price minus closing sale price).  

 

The total return includes option writing, dividends, and long-term profits. The total return 

amount is $10,935. We do not include the dividends and option writing this here because they 

were reported in the years that the premiums and dividends were received. 

 

The sale of the long-term positions significantly boosted the cash generation of the BBP.  

 

The cash generation return of long-term profits was 11.09%. ($6,815 l-t profits divided by 

$61,430 value of portfolio 12/31/13). 

 

 

 

 

Call Option Writing Against Holdings 



 

Call option writing against current holdings was $440.21. 

 

The cash generation return of long-term profits was .72%. ($440.21 call option writing 

divided by $61,430 value of portfolio 12/31/13)  

 

Dividends 

 

For the first half of the year, dividends generated by the BBP portfolio were $762.50. 

 

The cash generation return of long-term profits was 1.24%. ($762.50 call option writing 

divided by $61,430 value of portfolio 12/31/13)  

 

Total Cash Generation 

 

The total cash generation was $8,421.71 from $61,430 of invested capital. The cash 

generation return is 13.71%. 

 

For the past five years, the most consistent returns of BBP are from dividends, option writing 

and short-term profits (most short-term profits come from short puts). For the first half of 

2014 that would $1,606, a 2.6% return. If we double that for the rest of the year, that would 

be about 5.2%. 

 

We will have to increase the amount of option writing and short-term profits to get this closer 

to 8%. 

 

Long-term gains helped cash generation last year and will this year. 

 

Total Return 

 

Total return was 16.04% ($9,853.71 appreciation plus cash generation/cash flow divided by 

$61,430 value of portfolio 12/31/13). 

 

Cash Distribution  

 

Because this is an income, cash generation portfolio, we are assuming that the cash generated 

will not be reinvested. This basically includes call writing that initially is used to lower the 

cost basis of an open position, but once it’s sold, then its assumed that all dividends, options, 

profits will be distributed.  

 

So far in 2014, $12,590 will be distributed.  

 

Invested capital is now $51,430. 



Comparison of BBP and Other Income Vehicles 

 

In an investor had a $500,000 portfolio using BBP recommendations, cash generated would 

be about $68,550 ($500,000 times 13.71% cash generation return). 

 

A 10-year Treasury would generate cash of about $12,550. 

 

A 5-year C.D. would generate cash of about $6,850. 

 

Average money market fund would generate cash of about $2,000. 

 

Again, the BBP’s goal is to generate safely about 10% cash from invested capital to help fund 

a couple’s retirement. 

 

The above information is strictly intended as an educational and entertainment service. All 

Track Record Results are Hypothetical. Subscriber results will differ because of 

commissions, time of execution, broker efficiencies and potential slippage (price difference 

between recommended price and execution price). The Publisher and Editor are not a 

registered investment advisor. 


